VISIOCLICK®

AUTOMATION
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

BENEFITS

• Adapts to your VT1® fleet
• Automation of all tests
• Multilingual voice instructions

www.depisteo.com
Convert your VT1® Master or Master GT to an automated device. VisioClick also adapts to previous versions (from 2012).

Compact, lightweight, and operational from the first connection. A simple update of the VT1® software is all it takes.

No operator presence required during tests. Multilingual voice instruction ensures global understanding.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

4-step tests. No operator intervention

**STEP 1: HEADPHONES**
The patient puts on the headphones and receives test instructions displayed in the VT1®. Multilingual Voice Instructions available.

**STEP 2: RESPONSE UNIT**
Patient responds directly to instructions by clicking on his unit.

**STEP 3: RECORDING**
Results are automatically saved.

**STEP 4: END OF TEST**
Information is given to the patient and operator indicating the test is completed. Results are recorded and can be interfaced with all «business software».

**VT1® SOFTWARE**

- Interfacing with market software packages (OHM, Cority…)

**Specific software features:**
- Device can perform all tests individually in the order of your choice or a pre-programmed entire test protocol
- Creation of customizable profession-related sequences that can be performed in automatic mode
- Multilingual voice instructions (French, English, German, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish, Arabic, etc.)

**YOUR DISTRIBUTOR**

550 Pharr Road, Suite 201
Atlanta GA 30305

Phone: +1 800 496 8290
Fax: + 1 800 496 8290
contact@depisteo.com

**WARRANTY**
2 years (without headphones support)

**SIZE**
9x5x2 inch

**WEIGHT**
1.55 lbs

**CONNECTIVES**
Jack 0.12 inch (to audio headphones), USB Hub (to VT1® device)

**POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE**
5VDC (via USB)

**REFERENCE STANDARDS**
EN60601-1, EN60601-1-2

**MARKING**
CE

**MEDICAL CLASS**
Classe I (directive 93/42/CEE)